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Micah and the Mayor’s Seal
A time travelling adventure

Activity Booklet
You’ve read the book and completed the challenge? Have a go at these fun activities, 

supporting numeracy, literacy and arts. Best suited for KS2 and early KS3.
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Carrickfergus Castle

Wyles tower house

The Peare

Great Patrick

Late a friar’s house

An old gate

A church

Stephen Dobbins

Carrickfergus, then and now…
Have a look at the 1567 map of ‘Craggfargvs’ on the next page and see if you can locate the places below.

Can you match these medieval locations with the modern locations?

Carrickfergus 1567 (Trinity College Dublin MS1209-26)
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Create your own adventure story
Create a comic strip using one of your favourite scenes from the story. 

Remember to include direct speech and punctuation!
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Create your own alternate ending
Can you write a different ending for the story? Use the characters we know and decide their fate!

What will happen to Nan, Josh and you after saying the poem together?

Draw in the space above and write your
alternate ending on the next page. 
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Create your own alternate ending
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Medieval money problems

So what could you get for your money…?
(Hint you can only buy one of the below. E.g. 1 pound = 2 cows)

You’ve been made a skilled tradesman in 1210 Carrickfergus – a blacksmith! That means 
to earn your wages, you work with iron to make things like swords and plates of armour.

It looks like you’re going to be working as a blacksmith for some time, which probably 
means you’ll have to work out what you can afford to buy over the course of a year. Let’s 

hope your wages are enough to live on!

Hint:
There are 20 shillings 
in a pound and 12 
pennies in a shilling. 
So that means there 
was 240 pennies in a 
pound.

Medieval currency exchange

Medieval monies Approximate Value today

1 pound £720.00

1 shilling (s) £36.00

Working days Medieval wage Horse Cow Wool (stones) Wheat (bundles) 

100 days 1pound 1 2 7 6

5 days 1s 0 0 0 0
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Medieval money questions
Based on the information above, do you think you can answer the following questions?  

Good luck!

Example: How many shillings would you have to earn to have 3 pounds?
20s = 1 pound, so to get 3 pounds =20 x 3 = 60 shillings

1a You work every day of April without a day off. How much money did you 
earn?

1b How much is this worth in today’s currency?

2 You have been sent to market to buy the following: 2 horses and 6 bundles 
of wheat. How much would this cost today?

3a You earn 9 shillings, how many days have you worked?

3b How many more days do you need to work before you’ve earned 1 pound?

4a You end up working all year round – 365 days! Phew! How much money 
do you earn in total?

4b once you got paid, if you bought 1 cow, 3 wheat bundles and 1 stone of 
wool at 3s, how much is left over?

5 You work out that in today’s money, you’ve managed to save £180.00. 
Convert this to medieval wages to find out how many days you worked. 

Answer 1a

Answer 1b

Answer 2

Answer 3a

Answer 3b

Answer 4a

Answer 4b

Answer 5
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Defend your castle
King John is going to lay siege to Carrick castle any day now and you’re stuck inside! 

If you had designed it, what top 3 defences would you want? Check the next page for your defence options.
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Each from of defence listed below has been rated with points from 1 to 9.  So, choose your 3 carefully.
The highest score wins, but don’t look at the points until you are finished!

Stumble Steps
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Castle defences score sheet
Gate Way  1

A gate will keep invaders out – 
but only for so long! You’ll need 
something a bit better than that.

Drawbridge and pit   2
A pretty good choice, but there’s

definitely more structural defences
a castle should have to keep you safe!

Moat   3
A good defence for most castles but
Carrickfergus didn’t need one; it was

already surrounded by water on
3 sides from Carrickfergus Bay

(now called Belfast Lough). 

Curtain walls   4
High walls are bound to keep attackers

out, but doors and gates still provide
entrances. This fortification can’t rely

on its own!

Stumble steps   5
This will definitely slow them down
if they fall and trip! But it won’t stop

them reaching you for long.

Arrow loops   6
Plenty of these on the castle! 

These loops were designed so
that arrows could be fired easily by
archers while giving them enough

protection to stay unharmed.

Portcullis   7
The castle had one of these! Better

than a gate because of the quick
release option. Some castles had

more than one to trap soldiers inside
and attack them.

Gate Way  8
Another feature of the original castle.

Invaders who broke into the castle would 
be met with scalding water and boiling oil 

poured through these holes…

Bastions   9
Two of these structures stand at the

front of the castle today. Probably the
best form of defence a castle could have

due to their round shape.
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My medieval word bank
As you read through ‘Micah and the Mayor’s Seal’, jot down key words that you come across 
along with their meanings. Use the internet and books to help you learn more if you need to!

Key Word Meaning

Scriptorium A room for writing
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Medieval costume
Why not cut out the costume on the next page and make your own paper doll. Expert tip: glue the doll 
and costume to a piece of cardboard (eg cereal box) and use the tabs to hold your costume in place.
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Medieval job fair
Medieval Carrickfergus was a bustling seaside market town with people living and working in 
the town.  Below are some of the jobs you might have had to do if you lived there. Can you 

do some research and find out more? 

Job What did they do?

Friar

Brewer

Cook

Continue on the next page.
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Medieval job fair
Medieval Carrickfergus was a bustling seaside market town with people living and working in 
the town.  Below are some of the jobs you might have had to do if you lived there. Can you 

do some research and find out more? 

Job What did they do?

Spinner

Blacksmith
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Quiz questions
Can you answer the questions below?

The answers can all be found in ‘The Friary Chapel’ chapter.

1:  What is the Friary? 2: What does Nan warn you and Josh about when she realises you 
have time travelled?

3: Explain the grandfather paradox. 4: What do you and Josh do so that you can brag to your friends 
when you’re home?

5: What does Bernard think you, Josh and Nan are at first? 6: Who are the men in dresses?

7: Why do the monks say Nan can’t be there? 8: What does Bernard tell us about his brother?

9: Who owns Micah? 10: What is the name of the room beside Bernard’s cell?
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Nan has gone missing!

Missing Person!

Can you create a missing poster to help us find her?

Name 

Age and Date of Birth  

Reward

Last seen  

Contact   

Description    
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Timeline activity
All these events happened in Carrickfergus – but they have all been mixed up! Can you put them in the right order? Use 

the box on the left to mark them 1, 2, 3 etc. Starting from the earliest event to the latest.

	 1972 First 
archaeological 
excavations of 
Carrickfergus take 
place – revealing 
artefacts from the 
Medieval period

	 1205 Hugh De 
Lacy defeats John 
De Courcy and 
takes control of 
Carrickfergus 
Castle

	 1560 The 
first map of 
Carrickfergus is 
drawn. This is the 
first map of any 
town in Ulster

	 1226 Hugh De 
Lacy was regained 
his lands in 
Ulster, including 
Carrickfergus 
Castle

	 506 King Fergus’ 
ship was wrecked 
on the rocks 
where the Castle 
now stands

	 1210 King 
John took the 
Castle into royal 
authority and 
banished Hugh de 
Lacy

	 1169  Strongbow 
leads the Anglo-
Norman invasion 
of Ireland

	 1177  John De 
Courcy arrives in 
Ulster

	 1180 John de 
Courcy began 
building the 
Castle

	 1232 Hugh De 
Lacy established 
the Franciscan 
Friary, on the 
site where the 
museum now 
stands
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My day in medieval Carrickfergus
You’ve travelled back in time to medieval Carrickfergus and you must get home as soon as 

possible! Plan out your story below.

Introduction:   
What did you do to travel back in time?

Setting: 
Where did you end up? Who did you meet? What did you see?

Complication: 
What makes it hard to get back to your time and why?

Resolution: 
What do you do so that you can get home?

Conclusion: 
How do you feel now that you are home?

Extra Notes and ideas
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Colour your own Carrickfergus
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Crossword time!
Can you solve our crossword? No peeking at the answers!

Across:
2. Historic document that contains important 

information (10)
3. Protective armour worn by knights (5, 4)
5. Normally used to stamp an image…this one 

has a bit of magic (6, 4)
7. Friars used to keep me as a pet (7, 7)
10. Early type of pen (5)
13. A word used to describe an item on display 

in a museum (8)
15. How to get back to the past (4, 6)
16. You might be able to buy an ice-cream here 

(5) 

Down:
1. A place of worship over 800 years old (10)
4. Home to large four-legged friends (6)
6. Special window in a church that shows a 

colourful image (7, 5)
8. Head of a friary
9. You could use this to escape underground 

(6)
11. spices burned in church to create a fragrant 

smell (7)
12. Robe worn by a friar (5)
14. Central tower of the castle (4)
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Spot the difference
Can you spot and circle 10 differences between the first and second phase of the castle
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Medieval word search
In the story, Nan and the Boys visit the museum. But can you find our 

hidden artefacts below?

Sword       Pottery       Leather 

Shoe       Pipe       Dog       Ring       

Game Piece            

      Barbary Ape       Charter         

Brooch            Cannon         

Mayor’s Seal          

Pin              Spur          Tile           

Jewel          Musket       Jew’s Harp          

Jetton
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Answer sheets
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Answers
1a 6s
1b £216
2 £2,160
3a 45 days
3b 55 days
4a Easy: 73 s
 Hard: 3 pounds 13 shillings
4b 2 pounds 10 shillings
5 25 days

Medieval money questions Crossword time!
Across:
2. Manuscript
3. Chain Mail
5. Mayor’s Seal
7. Barbary Macaque 
10. Quill
13. Artefact
15. Time travel
16. Maud’s

Down:
1. St Nicholas Church
4. Stables
6. Stained Glass
8. Abbot
9. Tunnel
11. Incense
12. Habit
14. Keep
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Answer Sheet

I:  What is the Friary?
Answer: a religious building where friars live.

II: What does Nan warn you and Josh about when she realises you 
have time travelled?
Answer: whatever you do in medieval Carrickfergus could affect 
life back in our own time.

III: Explain the grandfather paradox.
Answer: when you go back in time and alter events that will 
have a knock on affect for your life and other events in the 
future.

IV: What do you and Josh do so that you can brag to your friends 
when you’re home?
Answer: take selfies of yourselves on your phones in the friary.

V: What does Bernard think you, Josh and Nan are at first?
Answer: he thinks you are spirits.

VI: Who are the men in dresses?
Answer: monks who maintain the friary.

VII: Why do the monks say Nan can’t be there?
Answer: only men are allowed in the friary.

VIII: What does Bernard tell us about his brother?
Answer: that he is a squire who serves at the castle

IX: Who owns Micah?
Answer: the Abbot owns Micah as a pet.

X: What is the name of the room beside Bernard’s cell?
Answer: the scriptorium

Quiz questions
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Spot the difference
Answer
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Medieval word search
Solution


